Give In To You - Press Release

Give in to another rocking
Future Radio release

Watch the music video, HERE
Available on all digital streaming platforms, HERE
Press page available, HERE
Friday, 10 June 2022 (SOUTH AFRICA) - Future Radio continue releasing singles
from their second album with a rocking track titled, Give In To You. This catchy

modern rock track is a firm crowd favourite at live shows and will certainly
translate the same among their ever-expanding listener base. The song deals with
the idea of uncontrollably falling in love.
The syncopated verse section, with underlying melodic dissonance, creates a sense
of unease and tension which is followed by a driving chorus section representing
complete surrender. This contrast supports the lyrical content. The bridge of the
song builds gradually and explodes into a melodic and memorable guitar solo.
Johnny, frontman and songwriter, mentions that the music and lyrics just came to
him, which in his opinion is normally a great sign. He explains, “I’m of the opinion
that writing love songs are cheating because it’s such an easy and universal topic,
but if the lyrics come naturally, who am I to fight it? It is one of my favourite songs
on our second album.”
Music aside, Future Radio is earning high praise for their visual storytelling which
enhances the listening experience and adds another layer of depth to their
already rich narrative. The previous episode ended with the protagonist finding
himself in a troublesome situation while waitering. Drikus, guitarist and visual
artist, enlightens us on what’s up next; “In this episode, we'll see how this ordeal
pans out. Even though he is facing various problems on the outside he'll soon
realise that the real struggle is from within.”
Future Radio’s single, Something To Believe In, has been topping charts with a #13
on SA Top 40 and #3 on, Phoenix based radio station, Music Mafia. Their out of
album release, Sink The Ship, received over 6 000 YouTube views, while all the
previous releases from their second album, Identity, received well over 10 000
Spotify plays each. The band has also been selected as one of the 22 acts, out of
300 applicants, to perform at the annual Fête de la Musique Joburg 2022.
Through consistent and clever content, Future Radio now has over 16 000
followers on Instagram. With each new release, this hardworking duo surpasses

the previous and through sheer determination, they are establishing themselves as
rock act who is hard to ignore.
For more information or interviews, email: info@futureradioband.co.za
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